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								International Schools In Attapur & Kattedan Hyderabad, Solitaire Global Schools is the best international schools in attapur and katedan, hyderabad. We inspire the next generation by providing a learning environment IGCSE, using the advanced facilities which include experienced staff, state of art campus.
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It’s been more than a year since COVID 19 was declared a pandemic and nations around the world are still fighting it. Like all the other walks of life, the impact on schooling and education is quite evident. During these difficult times when schools are being closed, exams being postponed/cancelled as precautionary measures; parents are worried about the education of their kids like never before. 




With desperate parents looking out for alternatives, online learning platforms have become the new normal for learning in a year or so. Using advanced tools and their faculty, a lot of schools are providing online classes for their students.




But on the other hand, sensing the FOMO (fear of missing out) in parents, the so-called online learning platforms with big brand names have started selling their courses in a big way at hefty prices. Their packaging and marketing are attractive and promising, but are they delivering it and living up to the huge promises they made? Not really. 


	







	


			






Succumbing to false advertising lot of parents signed up with these big platforms and paid hefty amounts hoping for a better future for their kids, only to realize later that they have been shown fake dreams, what they expected was not what they received.




Many parents/ users, feel some of the practices followed by these branded online learning platforms are unethical. Moreover, these platforms do not support school curriculums; they have their standard designed courses, so the kids have to find subject content on their own and learn.




According to Wikipedia page




Byju’s subsidiary WhiteHat Jr. was asked to remove their five television advertisements by the Advertising Standards Council of India (ASCI) due to misleading advertisements. WhiteHat Jr. had created a fictional character named “Wolf Gupta” for its social media advertisements, without disclaiming that he was just a character. They often claimed his age to be between 6–14 years who got job offers worth crores in multiple posters.




Byju’s was ordered to pay ₹52,000 as compensation to Dinesh Kumar of Aminjikarai. Byju’s’ advertisement had promised that classes were scheduled to commence in the first week of December 2020. But the classes started one month later in January 2021 at Anna Nagar with no infrastructure and no faculty, and the venue was changed thrice.




More users are expressing their displeasure and disappointment towards these so-called online learning platforms. It’s time for parents to be a little careful while choosing what’s right for their children when it comes to education and learning.




	Online Learning provided by your kid’s school	Online Learning provided by third party apps
	Will be compatible with the curriculum	Not compatible with the curriculum
	All subjects and content will be available	All subjects and content may not be available
	Clearing doubts is an easy process since the faculty is readily available	Clearing doubts has to be scheduled and done over phone calls





The experience and constant guidance of teachers at your child’s school can never be matched with some online tutor, as your child’s school will provide personalized attention taking into consideration the issues of the students.
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Ola has started building its e-scooter manufacturing facility in Tamil Nadu, this will be its first e-scooter manufacturing facility. Ola Group CEO Bhavish Aggarwal recently said that the long-term plan for the company is to also manufacture electric cars.




The company’s manufacturing facility for e-scooter is expected to be ready by June with a manufacturing capacity of 2 million vehicles annually, the company link slot gacor hari ini aims to become world’s largest two-wheeler manufacturer by increasing its capacity in four phases by June 2022, which will allow them to make 10 million units annually.




 Aggarwal said  “The factory will be able to push out one scooter every 2 seconds,”. Ola’s factory site is expected to have 10 lines, 3000 robots along with 10,000 people, and Software built by its 1,000-member team. “We will start with the scooter, then go to motor-bikes, and eventually 4-wheelers,” Aggarwal said during a press meeting at the factory site link slot gampang menang in Tamil Nadu on March 5.




Tesla CEO Elon Musk had earlier tweeted that the company’s electric cars will be available in India this year.




Aggarwal said that Tesla’s products are more in the luxury and premium segment, while Ola will look to solve urban mobility.




“Tesla is an iconic company,” Aggarwal said. “Tesla’s entry will accelerate EV market in India,” he added.
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“We will allow a certain amount of windows for people to experiment on blockchain and bitcoin. However, the formulation of cryptocurrency will be part of the Cabinet note which will get ready soon.”







Image Courtesy: Wikipedia









Hon’ble Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman said, “My view on this is that of course the Supreme Court had commented on cryptocurrency and while the RBI may take a call on official cryptocurrency but from our side, we are very clear that we are not shutting off all options” while she was at an India Today conclave recently.




She said, “A Cabinet note is being prepared. It’s almost nearing completion and then it will be taken to the Cabinet… we will allow a certain amount of windows for people to experiment on blockchain and bitcoin. However, the formulation of cryptocurrency will be part of the Cabinet note which will get ready soon.”




Cryptocurrency was banned by RBI in 2018, but the Supreme Court of India had overruled this decision. According to Reserve Bank of India Governor Shaktikanta Das the RBI’s plans to launch its own digital currency remained a work in progress.
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Solitaire Global Schools is an International School located in Hyderabad with World-class amenities all around is one of the best schools in Hyderabad. The uniqueness of Solitaire Global Schools lies in its campus. Solitaire Global Schools was established with a purpose to teach students quality of human relationships throughout the community and the sense of companionship, making it one of the best schools in Hyderabad. Solitaire Global Schools an International School that stands tall in the field of education and its methods due to the implementation of Edtech with their SI learner’s app. We believe that the education given to the students alone does not help a child to grow well but we need to instill the essential qualities of life to tackle the future challenges that come under his way.




Being the Best school in Hyderabad, the framework designed with the focus to change the lives of the students is a combination of a pool of values; splendid education approach & pure spirituality together build up into a world class infrastructure & a peaceful campus.




Hyderabad being the IT hub of India warrants several prominent schools. Solitaire Global Schools stands out among some of the top schools in Hyderabad. The Times Education and Forbes and many more have honored our school with multiple awards.




Our unique teaching style merges modern techniques with indigenous methodologies to give our Indian and International students a truly immersive learning experience. This is why Solitaire Global Schools can be found in some of the most prominent lists of Best school in Hyderabad.




We empower our students with modern technologies. The teachers make learning more innovative and fun with visualizations, quizzes, and interactive 3D modules. The school also focuses on the overall development of the child, safety and security very seriously. This is another reason why we are one of the Best School in Hyderabad.




At Solitaire Global Schools, an International Schools in Hyderabad. The school is monitored 24×7 with the help of dedicated supervisors and high definition CCTV cameras. We take a lot of pride in the fact that we can create an environment that promotes excellence. We become a second home for our students. The goal of Solitaire Global School being an International School and as one of the best school in Hyderabad is to enrich the lives of our students while also helping them to articulate, and make them expressive thinkers and lifelong learners, who are responsible, resilient, and active citizens of the world. We believe that education is about teaching students, not subjects. It is about engaging students in their learning, and maximizing the potential of each and every child. We strive to look beyond the child’s intellect, and see the whole child. In order to achieve this, our international school provides students with opportunities to be challenged and still succeed.
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If you’re a parent trying to find a good school for your children, the choices available are numerous. While there are numerous good schools in Hyderabad, a serious decision that you simply got to take as a parent is to settle on the board you would like your kids to review under. The foremost common boards include CBSE, ICSE, IGCSE, and International Boards. But recently, Cambridge IGCSE schools in India are gaining tons of recognition , and as a parent, you’d definitely want to understand the benefits of admitting your child to at least one of the best IGCSE schools in Hyderabad. Therein regard, Cambridge IGCSE remains one among the foremost sought-after qualifications for kids studying at the secondary level. Students studying in an IGCSE private school in Hyderabad or the other a part of India get a broad choice of subject electives. This offers students multiple advantages, a number of which are:




Recognition by International Colleges and Universities




Studying in one among the best Cambridge IGCSE schools in Hyderabad like, Solitaire Global Schools acts as a passport to good international universities within the world, and may be a qualification that’s held in high regard almost everywhere. If you propose to send your kids to study abroad and need them to join good colleges, this curriculum would surely equip and prepare your child with the skills necessary to tackle the challenges of academics in a world university. Students studying in Cambridge IGCSE schools in Hyderabad have gone on to secure admissions in top colleges and universities just like the London School of Economics, The University of Edinburgh, etc.




Recognition by Employers World Over




Employers world over, which incorporates top companies, value the Cambridge IGCSE qualification and therefore the skills it imparts to the learners. IGCSE remains a well-liked pick for the Fortune 500 companies and major business conglomerates.




Has a Learner-Centric Approach




Cambridge curriculum places the scholar at the middle of the course. It uses teaching and learning practices that are designed to optimize the way a student learns. Moreover, the individual needs of scholars are prioritized upon in IGCSE.




Focuses on Inquiry-based learning




Cambridge schools promote learning through exploration and real-life connections, with inquiry playing a central role. The course encourages students to research various issues and develop questions and analyses which will help further their understanding of the planet.




A Global Community




One of the foremost compelling reasons for sending your child to an IGCSE private school in Hyderabad like, Solitaire Global Schools is that the Cambridge learners and school are a neighborhood of a worldwide network of a learners’ community that shares resources, information, etc. thus taking learning to a replacement level.




Rigorous Assessment




IGCSE assessments are the foremost reliable and trusted assessment systems – these are fair and flexible. Assessments under Cambridge specialise in conceptual learning and promote the event of higher-order thinking skills among the scholars .




Sending your child to a Cambridge school in Hyderabad like Solitaire Global Schools or someplace else is certain to offer them an upper-hand. That’s because IGCSE features a wider international recognition and provides a special learning approach to students.
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What is the International General Certificate of Secondary Education (IGCSE)?




Solitaire Global Schools offers Cambridge IGCSE which is the most sought-after international qualification for children of ages 14 to 16 years. It is recognised by many top universities and employers around the world and it serves as an international licence for progression and success. The course was developed over 25 years ago, and it has been tried, tested and trusted by international schools in India and also worldwide.




Curriculum




The Cambridge IGCSE curriculum offers various methods for learners with diverse abilities, including those whose first language is not English. It helps international schools in India to build a curriculum around their special needs. In IGCSE schools in Hyderabad, it is easy to add cross-curricular perspectives to it while keeping the foundation of core subjects intact. The main approach is to encourage learners to engage with a variety of subjects and make connections between them.




Cambridge IGCSE schools in Hyderabad help learners to improve performance by developing and honing creative thinking, enquiry and problem-solving capabilities. There are over 70 subjects available at Cambridge IGCSE including 30 languages.




IGCSE schools in Hyderabad can offer them in any combination of their choice. Cambridge IGCSE imparts knowledge, heeds comprehension, imbues skills in the following:




	Subject content
	Applying knowledge and understanding to unknown situations
	Intellectual enquiry
	Flexibility and responsiveness to change
	Working and communicating in English
	Influencing outcomes
	Cultural awareness






International schools in India such as Solitaire Global Schools and other schools worldwide have been involved in the development of Cambridge IGCSE. The syllabuses are global in outlook but retain a local relevance. They have been created specifically for an international student body and to avoid cultural bias.




IGCSE schools in Hyderabad provide a broad study programme by drawing subjects from 5 areas:




	Languages
	Humanities and Social Sciences
	Sciences
	Mathematics
	Creative, Technical and Vocational






A student who takes examinations in a minimum of 5 subjects qualifies for the IGCSE certificate. The CIE awards the ICE Certification (International Certificate of Education) for the recommended combination of subjects in the IGCSE examinations. At Solitaire Global Schools and other international schools in Hyderabad, all students are required to prepare for this certification.




Faculty




Our teachers at Solitaire Global Schools, have rich experience having taught at leading International schools in India and across the world. At SGS we have over 200 teachers, with a teacher-student ratio of 1:30, every child enjoys individualized attention at our IGCSE school in Hyderabad.




Assessments & Grading




The Cambridge IGCSE assessment takes place at the end of the course and can include written, oral, coursework and practical assessments. Grades are benchmarked using eight internationally recognised grades, A* to G. Solitaire Global Schools offers Cambridge IGCSE (exams at the end of Grade 10) and AS & A Levels (exams at the end of Grades 11 & 12). As one of the best international schools in Hyderabad – Solitaire Global Schools, we provide holistic education to students encompassing different spheres of learning that helps them nurture the leader within. The greatest strengths of the school spring from the quality of human relationships throughout the community and the sense of companionship that these engender.
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Cambridge Assessment of International Education (CAIE) is recognized worldwide. The department of the University of Cambridge provides educational programs and examinations in over 170 countries. The Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) is the most known & opted education board in India, for both public and private schools.




CBSE prescribes the books that are published by The National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT), an organization set up by the Government of India. The main subjects offered by CBSE up to grade X are English, Second language of choice, Mathematics, Science, and Social Sciences. The students of grades XI and XII can choose subjects of their choice from around 70 available options. Board examinations are conducted at the top of grades X and XII. Questions in the board exam test the knowledge, understanding, and application skills of the learners with only about a 20% weightage for application skills.




The programmes/qualifications offered by the Cambridge Assessment International are divided into four broad categories based on the age of students the programmes are offered to:




	Cambridge Primary (5 to 11 years)
	Cambridge Lower Secondary (11 to 14 years)
	Cambridge Upper Secondary (14 to 16 years)
	Cambridge Advanced (16 to 19 years)
	Educational institutes and students find Cambridge International AS and A Levels very flexible.





Schools can offer almost any combination of the wide choice of subjects available.




Students have the freedom to select the subjects that are right for them, they can either follow a broad course of study or specialize in a particular field.









Key differences between IGCSE & CBSE




	CBSE follows its own prescribed syllabus nationwide. IGCSE is valid internationally, so students can choose the most recommended textbooks and reference books, Cambridge continues to change as the world changes, new subjects are prescribed every 5 years that match the current trends and changes of the world while old or certain subjects would be removed or changed as needed. The main focus in CBSE is on the accumulation of knowledge with the main emphasis on Maths and Science, IGCSE applies equal focus on all subjects like Science, Maths, Commerce, and Humanities. The main aim is to help students gain an inquisitive approach to all subjects to delve deeper and gain an understanding of the subject on their own.


	In CBSE the key focus is on the accumulation of knowledge with the main emphasis on Maths and Science. The course aims to build their knowledge in Maths and Science for their future studies. Whereas IGCSE applies equal focus on all subjects like Science, Maths, Commerce, and Humanities.


	CBSE assigns a certain weight to assessments with board examinations which are taken in Class X and the All India Senior Secondary Certificate Examination taken in Class XII. This mode of assessment is based on their ability to memorize, recall and write the concepts. IGCSE tests the students in reading, writing, speaking and listening for languages. The exam is aimed at a wide range of students with varied abilities. Cambridge Primary and Cambridge Secondary 1 & 2 are the examinations conducted by the CAIE board. Subjects like Math, Science and English Language offer a choice between core and extended syllabus to suit the capability of the student. IGCSE students are assessed on the basis of knowledge, analysis and practical application of the skills acquired.


	As CBSE is a national educational board, the accepted medium of instructions is English and Hindi. Whereas IGCSE is an internationally recognized curriculum, and therefore the medium of instruction is only English.









	







Which one is better?




The CBSE and IGCSE curriculum is different, but education that is provided by both the boards is excellent and lays a solid foundation. they will help students gain good quality education required to pursue further studies without any impediments. IGCSE brings international standards to India, and that’s something to look for! Cambridge aims at developing learners who are confident, responsible, reflective, innovative and engaged – equipped for success in the modern world. This promotes development of higher order thinking skills in students.




IGCSE curriculum gives them the requisite skill set to successfully tackle imminent challenges of this uncertain world.




More than 10,000 schools are part of the Cambridge learning community with operations in 160 countries. IGCSE may be relatively new, but we already have some great schools in Hyderabad like Solitaire Global Schools that offer IGCSE curriculum.
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				Get in Touch With Us			
	
  
 info@solitaireglobalschools.com
	
  
+91 8956 400 400
	
  
+91 8885005101




		Follow Us			

	Facebook
	Twitter
	YouTube
	Instagram
	LinkedIn






		            

            
            
			  			 Attapur Branch
 Sri Sai Janachaithanya Colony, Golden Heights Colony, Near Sunrise Valley, Upparpally, Hyderabad, Telangana 500030.

 Katedan Branch
 Near Palladium Convention Hall, Babul Reddy Nagar, Katedan, Hyderabad, Telangana 500005.
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